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each advancement in graitec
omd allows you to design and

model buildings with
unprecedented level of

accuracy, facilitating the
design process by saving days
and weeks. this new edition of

graitec omd software is the
most advanced in its field,

improving the representation of
reinforced concrete structures

and adding new features to
make the design and modeling

process of buildings more
efficient. the graitec omd

software suite is the only one
to allow you to analyze and

check the entire structure of a
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building from the roof to the
foundations. after a building is

built, the building inspector
must check the building's

construction and conduct a
comprehensive inspection to
verify compliance with the
codes and standards. the

software tools of the graitec
omd software suite allows you

to simulate an actual
earthquake and thus conduct

an automatic inspection of your
building. with the graitec omd

software suite, you can
generate a report in just a few
seconds, so you can analyze

and check all details and
details of your building without

having to go to the building
site. the software suite also
includes automatic reporting

tools that generate an expense
statement and a report of the
estimated calculations. graitec
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omd software also provides a
tool for automatically drawing

the details of reinforced
concrete elements, such as
beams, columns, and slabs.
using the reference tools of

graitec omd software, you can
analyze the load of a reinforced
concrete element or assess the

resistance of a column to an
earthquake. for example, a

reference analysis of a beam
shows how much load it can

withstand. a reference analysis
of a column shows how much

load it can withstand during an
earthquake.
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Beginning in 2013, Graitec and
Autodesk have teamed up to

bring the benefits of the latest
advances in 3D engineering

and design software directly to
Autodesk Revit users. With the
latest version of Advance Steel,

GRAITEC users can link
Advance Steel to any Revit
model as a parameterized

component, allowing the 3D
modeling and detailing of steel

assemblies in Revit models
without export. Users can edit

their parameterized
components in Advance Steel,

and can use point property
settings to modify the

appearance of steel geometry
(like color, thickness, and

finish) in the Revit model. New
features in Advance Workshop
include a complete BIM-based
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manufacturing system and full
production scheduling tools

that enable workflows
throughout the value chain
from shop floor control to

project close-out. The results
are impressive. A group of

Advanced Steel users who have
modeled with Advance Steel in
previous versions of Revit have

already seen the benefits of
the new update to Advance
Steel. With direct links to
Autodesk Advance Steel,

Advance Workshop offers a
perfect complement to

GRAITEC customers in the steel
sector including full support for
NC data from all major 3D steel

detailing systems. Graitec
Advance Steel is the perfect

partner for Advanced Concrete
as well, featuring direct links to

Autodesk Advance Concrete,
allowing geometrically modeled
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concrete geometry to be easily
transferred into Advance

Concrete. Advanced Concrete
users can download and apply
Advance Concrete operations
to their model from within the

same application as the
modeling. New features in

Advance Concrete include the
ability to create custom

operations that can be applied
to a concrete model to create
one-off elements. 5ec8ef588b
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